Conquer Radio Frequency
By Dr Francesco Fornetti

What the material covers
This material, which includes a full-colour textbook and over 12 hours of video tutorials, provides a
comprehensive guide for the RF and Microwave engineering student or junior professional. It allows
the reader to achieve a good understanding of the foundation theory and concepts behind high
frequency circuits as well illustrating the most common design and simulation techniques for passive
and active RF circuits. The combination of textbook and video tutorials gives the reader a great
conceptual and visual insight into the world of RF and Microwave Engineering.
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The book starts with a revision of the relationship between voltage & current and E & H
fields. It shows how voltage and current are a scalar simplification of vector fields and
describes differences and commonalities between the two approaches.
A revision of the key mathematical concepts and techniques which are widely used for the
representation and analysis of RF circuits is then presented. The focus is on complex
numbers, derivatives and complex exponentials.
An explanation of Electromagnetic (EM) propagation is then presented and AC signals are
compared to RF signals. The concept of wavelength is then introduced.
This is followed by an explanation of the need for transmission lines to convey power and
the propagation of EM waves along transmission lines is explained through equivalent
electrical models for the lines.
Open and short circuited lines are then analysed in terms of their response to step voltage
and voltage pulses. This forms the basis of a much underutilised but very useful technique:
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) and it is also of great interest to digital engineers who are
working at data rates in the region of microwave frequencies. Understanding these concepts
is essential to resolve Signal Integrity issues. This analysis is carried out by employing both
electrical and physical models for the line.
The concept of standing waves is then introduced with a simple, step-by-step example which
utilises triangular waves to add visualisation.
Reflection and transmission of high frequency signals are then analysed step-by-step for 5
different types of terminations (open, short, match,
,
). The modulus of the
reflection coefficient is introduced.
An application is also made available to the readers which allows them to see the various
steps of reflection, transmission and standing wave oscillations in a dynamic fashion for all of
the abovementioned terminations.
The reader is then introduced to practical uses of transmission lines in RF circuits. Emphasis
is on how to achieve maximum power transfer and “special” transmission line lengths (halfwave (λ/2), quarter-wave (λ/4), λ/8) and their uses are also explained.
This is followed by an illustration of the workings of coaxial and microstrip lines. The reasons
behind their geometry are explained as well as their dependence on material properties and
dimensions. Simulations and video tutorials are included to corroborate these concepts.
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A review of the mathematical models for transmission lines is introduced at this point, after
they have been examined in detail from a conceptual viewpoint. Classical differential
equations are shown together with their solutions both in the time domain and “complex
phasor” domain. The reflection coefficient is defined rigorously in terms of phase and
amplitude and VSWR is also defined. Simulations and video tutorials are used to corroborate
these concepts.
An explanation of the physical phenomena which occur when mild mismatches happen as
well as their TDR characterisation is presented
The relationship between the reflection coefficient and the impedance seen at a
measurement port is highlighted and the Smith Chart is introduced as a tool to convert Γ
into ZIN
Two-port networks and S-Parameters are then introduced and de-embedding is explained.
Chapter 4 focuses on impedance matching. First a review of complex impedance and
admittance is presented. Series and parallel RLC circuits are then analysed and loaded &
unloaded Quality factors introduced. Series to parallel and parallel to series conversions are
also explained.
Algebraic matching through L-sections for two unequal resistive terminations is then
illustrated. A frequency response comparison of various topologies is also shown in terms of
type (low-, high-pass) and Q.
The book then delves further into Smith charts, their construction, Impedance and
Admittance Grids and the combination of the two.
The measurement and use of S-parameters and Smith charts in MWO is then illustrated.
Transmission line stubs are then introduced as an alternative to discreet components.
Fourteen video tutorials are then used to illustrate all the concepts explained in writing in
chapter 4 as well as illustrating most impedance matching techniques in a way that a static
book simply could not (see detailed video content).
Active devices and their high frequency models are then introduced. The models are used to
explain the type and origin of input/output impedance, the shape of IV-curves, as well as
feedback.
Gain and its variation with frequency is explained and the two-port S-parameter
characterisation of a transistor is introduced.
The three stages of small-signal amplifier design (biasing, stability, matching) are then
introduced.
The most common format for S-parameter files is then illustrated in detail.
Ten video tutorials are then used to illustrate amplifier design in a very dynamic way which
paper books would simply not allow.

This material enables students to pick up any textbooks on the subject and implement most
examples on passive and active circuits in Microwave Office. This allows them to play around with
their own questions and ideas by means of the simulator, thereby corroborating their learning and
gaining a further insight into the subject.

Video Tutorials Content

VIDEO
REFERENCE

CONTENT – CHAPTER 1

1.1

Introduction to AWR’s Microwave Office Simulator

1.2

Animation that shows the graphical derivation of the derivative of

1.3

Animation that shows the graphical derivation of the derivative of

1.4

Animation that shows the graphical derivation of the derivative of

1.5

This animation shows Euler’s formula for cosine from a graphical view point. It
shows how two vectors rotating around in the complex plane may be used to
represent a cosine function.

1.6

This animation shows Euler’s formula for sine from a graphical view point. It
shows how two vectors rotating around in the complex plane may be used to
represent a sine function.

VIDEO
REFERENCE

CONTENT – CHAPTER 2

2.1

Time domain reflectometry – part 1. This video tutorial shows how to use the
respective simulation file (TDR_video_2_1_and_3_4.emp) to replicate a time
domain reflectometer. Pulse propagation and reflection in the case of matched,
open-circuited and short-circuited lines are also illustrated.

2.2

This is a 3D EM animation which shows the Electric and Magnetic fields
transients for a short circuited transmission line.

2.3

This video tutorial illustrates how to set up a simple DC circuit to demonstrate
the maximum power transfer theorem.

2.4

This video tutorial illustrates how to set up a simple AC circuit to demonstrate
the maximum power transfer theorem.

2.5

The video tutorial uses MWO to show the effect that the various parameters of a
coaxial transmission line have on its characteristic impedance.

2.6

The video tutorial uses MWO to show the effect that the various parameters of a
microstrip transmission line have on its characteristic impedance.

VIDEO
REFERENCE

CONTENT – CHAPTER 3
This video demonstrates how to set up simulations to measure and display the
reflection coefficient for a simple circuit of the type shown below.
l ,θ

ZIN (l)

3.1

The reflection coefficient for matched (
) and mismatched terminations
(
) and its variation with the electrical length of the line are shown. The
relationship between the polar plot of the reflection coefficient and the
impedance Smith chart is also illustrated.

3.2

This tutorial revisits reflection coefficient measurements for matched (
)
and mismatched terminations (
and
). It also illustrates the
concept of standing waves and how to measure the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
(VSWR)

3.3

This tutorial illustrates the basic principles of operation of a slotted line and how
to set up a simulation that may emulate it. It also shows the voltage and
impedance profiles along the length of the line in both a matched and
mismatched case.

3.4

Time domain reflectometry – part 2. This video tutorial shows how to use the
respective simulation file (TDR_video_2_1_and_3_4.emp) to replicate a time
domain reflectometer. Pulse propagation and reflection in the case of a line
mismatched with finite load impedances which are lower (
) or greater
(
) than the characteristic impedance of the line, are shown.

VIDEO
REFERENCE

CONTENT – CHAPTER 4

4.1

Resistors, capacitors and inductors at RF. Time domain Voltage and current
waveforms at high frequency and their relationship to components impedance.
Comparison of mathematical impedance calculation and impedance values
obtained from voltage and current phase and amplitude relationships.
RC circuits and RL circuits.

4.2

L-section matching. Physical mechanisms which explain how capacitors and
inductors achieve impedance transformation.
Vector representation of current and voltage which illustrates their relative
phases by means of phasors.
Physical effect of shunt and series reactive elements. Representation of real and
imaginary parts of impedance on rectangular graphs and how their adjustment
allows us to achieve the desired V/I ratio and Vphase-Iphase relationship.

4.3

L-section matching using different simulation techniques. Further insight into
measurement ports and relationship between impedance and reflection
coefficient.
Representation of real and imaginary impedance by using
measurement ports.

4.4

Representation of complex impedances on a Smith chart. Analysing series RLC
circuits using Smith Charts. Constant resistance circles. Frequency response of
RLC networks and resonance.

4.5

Relationship between admittance and reflection coefficient. Normalising
conductance Y0 and its relationship to measurement ports. Admittance Smith
chart. Constant Conductance Circles. Analysis of parallel RLC using Admittance
Chart. Resonance.

4.6

Impedance matching. Impedance Smith chart. Resistance and reactance. Series
capacitors and series inductors.

4.7

Impedance Matching. Admittance Smith chart. Shunt Capacitors and shunt
inductors. Conductance and Susceptance.

4.8

Impedance matching on Smith chart with series and parallel elements.
Impedance and admittance coordinates. L-section matching on Smith chart as
applied to two resistive terminations RL>RS.

4.9

L-section matching on Smith chart as applied to two resistive terminations RL<RS.
Achieving same match with different elements by following different paths on
Smith Chart.

Two-port networks. Comparison of different topologies of matching networks
including:

4.10

--return loss (S11) vs frequency and its skew
--insertion loss (S21) vs frequency, low and high pass responses.
3dB-bandwidth and Q. Difference between loaded and unloaded Q. Comparison
of simulated results and algebraic calculations.
Tips on how to use matching networks to the designer’s advantage based on
target application.

4.11

Designing matching networks with specific Q. Three-element matching, Tnetworks. Lines of constant Q on Smith chart.
Frequency response of T-matching network and verification that unloaded and
loaded Q match the design specifications. Comparison of frequency response of T
and L-matching networks.

4.12

Designing matching networks with specific Q. Three-element matching, Pinetworks.
Design of pi-match and L-match with I-Match. Exporting (from I-Match) designs
to schematic and frequency responses to graphs. Merging plots on one graph to
compare frequency responses.

4.13

Matching any two complex terminations on the chart. Reiteration of complex
conjugate match. Connection between algebraic representation of impedances
and admittances and their circuital implementation.
Port with complex impedance: Mathematical form and physical implementation.
Use of transmission line segments with caps or inductors in shunt to achieve
match.

4.14

Transmission line matching. Open and short circuited transmission line stubs.
Comparison between capacitors and open-circuited transmission line stubs.
Comparison between inductors and short-circuited transmission line stubs.
Demonstration of the fact that stubs of any type can behave as both inductors
and capacitors depending on electrical length. Clear demarcation of electrical
length boundaries.
Matching networks comprising exclusively of distributed transmission line
elements. Using I-Match for distributed matching. Comparison of various types of
matching networks (for identical terminations), in terms of insertion loss, return
loss and frequency profiles, using I-Match.

VIDEO
REFERENCE

CONTENT – CHAPTER 5

5.1

BJT Amplifier Design Part 1. I-V characterisation of BJTs. Calculating transistor’s
beta from IV curves. Passive biasing with feedback. Explanation of feedback
mechanism and its usefulness to diminish the effects of temperature induced
current fluctuations.
Calculation of value of bias resistors, verification of bias through DC current and
voltage annotations. Bias adjustments through tuning. DC blocking capacitors to
avoid test ports loading bias
network. Difference between real and ideal
capacitors, high-frequency capacitor model and parasitics.
Introduction to RF chokes.

5.2

BJT Amplifier Design Part 2. RF chokes, how to select their value.
Measuring RF current flowing back into power supply and bias voltage ripple to
work out the appropriate inductor value. Difference between real and ideal
components. High frequency model of inductors.
Transistor characterisation through two-port S-parameters.

5.3

Amplifier Stability Part 1. Gain Variation versus frequency. Polar representation
of S21. Explanation of how the phase winds back as frequency increases thereby
making input-output interaction more likely and increasing risk of oscillations.
Rationale behind stabilisation: attempt to conjugate match input without
stabilising and demonstration of resulting output instability.
Mu factor: a single parameter as an indicator of potential instability and
unconditional stability.
Input and output stability circles. Resistive stabilisation with shunt and series
resistors at input and/or output and its limitations.

5.4

Amplifier Stability Part 2. Stabilisation though reactive emitter degeneration
(small inductor). Demonstration of its validity at frequency of interest and higher
frequencies.
Analysis of stability at lower frequencies when this technique is used.
Demonstration of need for stabilisation at frequencies lower than operating
frequency. Design of additional resistive branch rendered inactive with quarter
wave transformer at frequency of interest to increase gain.
Mu factor versus frequency for reactive stabilisation and purely resistive
stabilisation. Comparison of broadband performance and identification of
improvements needed in purely resistive stabilisation which result in further loss
of gain.

5.5

Unilateral Match. Improving gain through independent matching of transistor’s
input and output. Design of distributed matching networks for amplifiers.
Constant VSWR and Γ circles in MWO. Limitations of unilateral approach when
S12 is not negligible and effects on input and output reflection coefficients.

5.6

Simultaneous Conjugate Match Part 1. Achieving maximum small-signal gain
using GM1 and GM2. Design of distributed matching networks.

5.7

Simultaneous Conjugate Match Part 2. Broadband gain profile. Comparison of
distributed matching with open-circuited stubs (low-pass) and short-circuited
stubs (high-pass). Gain troths determined by quarter-wave effects with opencircuited stub matching. Gain troths determined by resonance with shortcircuited stubs matching.

5.8

Operating Gain Circles Part 1. Writing 2-port S-parameter files (.s2p) and using
them for amplifier design. Amplifier design for a specific gain with a stable
device. Operating gain circles (GPC_MAX) and maximum available gain (GMAX).
Effects of this technique on input and output VSWR. Using sub-circuits in MWO.

5.9

Operating Gain Circles Part 2. Amplifier design for a specific gain with an
unstable device. Operating gain circles (GPCIR) and maximum stable gain (MSG).

5.10

Available Gain Circles. Amplifier design for a specific gain with an unstable device
using available gain circles (GACIR). MDIF transistor models.
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